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MIT-PDA Orientation 
Topics

• Defining the postdoc position
– Differences between associates and fellows

• Statistical data on the MIT postdoc community
• Postdoc representation at MIT
• PDA structure, advocacy, and committees
• Resources available
• How to get involved

General MIT new hire orientation for postdoc associates
• Covers employee benefits in more detail, but if you have any benefits 

questions, please ask Mandy Chan at the end of this orientation session
• Register through Atlas at this link: 

http://web.mit.edu/training/course.html?course=CDT21060c
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Defining Postdocs

What is a postdoc?

“An individual who has received a doctoral degree 
(or equivalent) and is engaged in a temporary and 
defined period of mentored advanced training to 
enhance the professional skills and research 
independence needed to pursue his or her chosen 
career path”
- NPA, NIH, and NSF definition

Key points
- You choose the path
- Mentor supports you
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• Made to academic departments, laboratories, or centers (DLCs) with the 
approval of the department head or laboratory/center director

• A broad training program should be in place (not simply to perform one 
specific task or research project)

• Intended to be a temporary position of a defined length
• Not for long-term, indefinite, or career appointments 

• Typically between 1-4 years
• Not usually for less than one term
• Approval of dean required for extension for 5th year
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Postdoc Appointments
P O S T D O C S . M I T . E D U
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Comparison between Postdoc Associates and Fellows

Postdoc Associates
• Applies to those who are paid a 

salary by MIT, usually charged to a 
grant or contract secured by their 
faculty mentor

• Salary and benefit pool can cost 
faculty mentor upward of $90k 
per associate

• Income taxes are withheld

• Eligible for all MIT employee 
benefits

Postdoc Fellows
• Applies to scholars who receive 

financial support in the form of a 
fellowship or stipend, usually 
from an outside agency

• Benefit pool is not applied to 
fellows and costs the faculty 
mentor nothing

• Stipend income (except foreign-
sourced) subject to taxes; federal 
taxes withheld from “non-
resident aliens”

• Eligible for some benefits (see 
benefits officer)

P O S T D O C S . M I T . E D U
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1551 postdocs (as of October 31, 2017)

Statistics provided by Institutional Research and based on data recorded in the SAP 
HR database as of 10/31/17.

MIT Postdoc Statistics
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Postdoc Inclusivity and Diversity
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On the MIT PDA mission statement:
“The MIT PDA will not discriminate based on race, religion, sex, ethnicity, national origin, age,
disability, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender expression, or gender identity.”

The MIT PDA recognizes and embraces the fact that that postdocs come from a variety of different
backgrounds, nationalities, and family configurations.

Our members include postdocs:
• who are single or married
• who have or don’t have children
• who have partners who are in academia, in completely different careers, or not employed
• who have lived in the US for their entire lives or have just moved here
• who come from all kinds of different backgrounds.

The MIT PDA recognizes that there are institutional and cultural issues that disproportionately affect
postdocs from underrepresented groups, postdocs who are women, postdocs with disabilities, and
postdocs with dependents. We want to make the postdoctoral experience at MIT as inclusive as
possible and improve the experience of all postdocs at MIT. The best way to represent and advocate
for your community is to get involved!
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• Postdocs and their supervisors should plan for an introductory meeting to set 
overall goals and construct a mentoring plan. In addition, postdocs should 
have an annual review to evaluate overall progress toward meeting goals.

• A basic outline for a mentoring plan, suggested template for an annual review, 
and other related resources are part of the Postdoctoral Mentoring and 
Advising Toolkit (postdocs.mit.edu/career-development/mentoring-and-
advising/postdoctoral-mentoring-and-advising-toolkit).

• This website contains the set of information and forms that was developed at 
MIT to assist the training of postdoctoral researchers by their respective 
mentors/advisors. This toolkit might also be helpful to postdocs to monitor 
their progress at MIT.
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Mentoring Plans and Annual Reviews
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Prof. Maria Zuber
Vice President for Research

Dana Bresee Keeth
Director of Postdoctoral Services

Prof. Hazel Sive
Faculty-Postdoctoral Advisory Committee (FPAC)
Seven faculty members and MIT PDA leadership

Oversight of Postdocs
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We are a postdoc-led organization with the mission of enhancing the quality of 
the experience for over 1500 postdoctoral trainees appointed in over 50 
departments, labs, and centers (DLC) at MIT

MIT Postdoctoral Association
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Most of our work is accomplished through our Executive Board, Committees, and 
Sub-Committees

Executive Board

Committees
Advocacy| Alumni | Fundraising | Community Building | Human Affairs | IT/Webmaster 
Orientation | Postdoc Initiative Grant | Professional Development | Sports

MIT Postdoctoral Association
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Kiel Ormerod
Vice President

pda-vp@mit.edu

Taeyoon Kyung
Treasurer

pda-treasurer@mit.edu

Ahmed Fazly
President

pda-president@mit.edu

Sabrina Huber
Recording Secretary

pda-recording@mit.edu

Sarah Kanniche
Corresponding Secretary

pda-corresponding@mit.edu
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Advocating for Postdocs since 2011

Supported by the Vice President for Research (VPR) Office

Recent advocacy achievements:
• New NIH NRSA recommended pay scale now enforced as mandatory minimum at 

MIT (implemented on December 1, 2016):
•

• All postdocs receive transportation benefits (e.g. free Charlie card)
• Access to career services
• Postdoc representation on numerous MIT presidential committees
• Secure access to the Infinite Connection for postdoctoral alumni
• Postdoc orientation for fellows and associates
• Social and professional development functions

P D A . M I T . E D U

Years of 
Experience

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or 
more

Stipend 2016 $43,692 $45,444 $47,268 $49,152 $51,120 $53,160 $55,296 $57,504

Dec. 1, 2016 $47,484 $47,844 $48,216 $50,316 $52,140 $54,228 $56,400 $58,560

Thomas Matarazzo
pda-advocacy@mit.edu
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Continuing to Advocate for Postdocs

Current postdoc advocacy committee initiatives:
• Housing resources for postdocs should be available at least 30 days before start date
• Increased benefit parity for Fellows
• Better understand and document postdoc needs by going through survey data
• Competitive salary minimums that reflect local cost of living
• Creating a caring and welcoming environment for postdocs

Health benefits for postdoc fellows

• Please discuss with the “Key Administrative Contact for Postdocs” for your department: 
http://postdocs.mit.edu/postdocs-and-office-vpr/key-administrative-contacts-postdocs

P D A . M I T . E D U

Coverage Tier
Postdoc Associates
MIT Traditional Health Plan

Postdoc Fellows
MIT Affiliate and Extended Plan Difference

Individual $2,388 $4,296 -$1,908

Individual and Spouse $5,748 $7,272 -$1,524

Individual and dependent $4,920 $5,256 -$336

Family $7,584 $8,172 -$588

Thomas Matarazzo
pda-advocacy@mit.edu
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Alumni Committee

Resources: 
The Infinite Connection (https://alum.mit.edu) is the official alumni 
network of the MIT community. It gathers former undergrad, grad and 
postdoc members, and provides an elaborated and enriching platform 
for interaction between the different generations of alumni.

Postdocs who have had an MIT postdoctoral appointment of nine 
months or longer are eligible to register and enjoy the many 
benefits of the network.

Alumni Benefits:

Mohammad Azad
pda-alumni@mit.edu

K E E P I N G  A L U M N I  C O N N E C T E D
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Signature Event:

Fundraising Committee
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Andreas Steinbacher
pda-fundraising@mit.edu

H E L P I N G  T H E  M I T  P D A  T O  F U L F I L L  T H E I R  M I S S I O N

• Provides ~25% of the PDA’s yearly budget
• Additional funding allows the PDA to sponsor 

more (social and professional) events
• Attracting a broad range of sponsors and 

donors from industry and science
• Maintaining a close relationship with sponsors
• Running events for fundraising during the 

year

The MIT PDA Vendor Fair & Science Karaoke
March 13th 2018
Stata Center – Bldg. 32
Scientific PowerPoint Karaoke & Free Food
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Social Events/Community Building Committee

• We organize networking and social events 

that create a welcoming atmosphere, to 

bring postdocs and other MIT groups 

together.

• Occasionally, we coordinate events with 

the greater Boston PDA (BPDA), which 

includes postdocs from 14 Boston-area 

research universities and institutes.

• Previous events include happy hours, ice 

skating, harbor cruises, BBQs, and more.

• Please suggest any other events you’d be 

interested in!

Lai Sze Tso
pda-community@mit.edu

P D A . M I T . E D U
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Our commitment:
• Creating a more caring and welcoming environment for postdocs
• Postdocs supporting their peers
• Connecting postdocs – to each other, and to MIT resources
• Improving work-life balance, salary equity, and benefits
• Serving on the Committee for Race and Diversity

Human Affairs Committee
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Rozzeta Dolah
pda-humanaffairs@mit.edu

Monthly coffee hour

P D A . M I T . E D U
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Twitter | @MITPDA

MIT Postdoc Listserv (announcements and a weekly PDA newsletter)
postdocs.mit.edu/join-postdoc-mailing-list

MIT Postdoc Forum
mailman.mit.edu/mailman/listinfo/postdocforum

MIT PDA Bulletin Board at the Stata Center

Facebook | MIT Postdocs

News and Information for Postdocs
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Sarah Khanniche
Corresponding Secretary
pda-corresponding@mit.edu

Muhammad Abir
IT/Information Flow 

Committee Chair
pda-www@mit.edu
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2017 awardees
• Postdoc Organization for Women Engaged in Research (POWER) – Lisa Anderson (laanders@mit.edu) – $500

Career development seminars for postdocs at MIT.  

• Postdoc Cultural Awareness and Speech Enhancement (CASE) – Fangqiong Ling (qiong@mit.edu)/ Sean Gibbons 
(sgibbons@mit.edu) – $420 

Group to allow postdocs to practice presentation skills and receive feedback in low-pressure settings.  

• Open Science Workshop for Postdocs – Kevin Moerman (kmoerman@mit.edu) – $300

Series of workshops to educate postdocs on open science.

• Postdoc Running and Jogging Club – Alex Klotz (aklotz@mit.edu) – $150

A weekly running club for postdocs with an opportunity to meetup for snacks and socialization post run.

Previous initiatives
• Postdoc Meditation and Mindfulness Meetup – Dina Tsukrov (dinat@mit.edu) – $700

Mediation and mindfulness sessions for postdocs during the lunch hour.  

• Postdoc Zumba – Maria Patsyuk (mpatsyuk@mit.edu) – $650

Weekly Zumba classes for Postdocs.

• Postdoc Podcast – Alexandre Albanese (albanese@mit.edu) – $530

A weekly podcast featuring interviews from MIT postdocs of all disciplines.
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Postdoc Initiative Grant (PInG)
Jake Martin 
pda-ping@mit.edu

P D A . M I T . E D U / P I N G

The MIT Postdoc Initiative Grant 
encourages groups and individuals 
to take a more active and visible 
role in the postdoctoral community, 
and creates opportunities for 
community participation.
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Postdoctoral Organization for Women Engaged in 
Research (POWER) @ MIT
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• Less than 30% of postdocs at MIT are women

• Our mission is to provide professional and personal 
development support for women to pursue 
advanced careers and to support and advocate for 
women postdocs in all aspects of their professional 
training at MIT

Contact: Lisa Anderson, 

P DA . M I T . E DU / POWER

Upcoming events
• Professional development seminars
• Socio-cultural events
• Community service
Past Events
• Seminar Prof. Kristala L. Jones Prather, MIT
• Pizza and movie night, Summer BBQ
• Panel, Succeeding in Male-Dominated Fields

Please join us in creating an inviting and enriching environment to address women’s needs, represent postdoctoral women at MIT, 
and plug-in to relevant professional resources!

*POWER does not discriminate against individuals on the basis of race, color, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, disability, age, genetic information, 
veteran status, ancestry, or national or ethnic origin.

Join our mailing list
Power-postdocs@mit.edu

Follow us on Twitter 
@MIT_POWER

Laanders@mit.edu
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pda-professional@mit.edu

Career 
Development & 

Networking

Value & Vision Career 
Strategy

Professional Development Committee

MIT PDA Peer Mentoring Program
• Mentor & mentees meet in an open 

and collaborative forum
• Helps participants develop a 

network of contacts and resources
• Encourage growth and self 

development
• Enhance postdoctoral satisfaction 

and improve career outcomes

P D A . M I T . E D U

Share & Collaborate Science
• Inter-Institutional program to facilitate future interaction and 

collaboration 

David Collins

Zhen Cao 
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Sports Committee
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Additional activities planned by members of the 
Facebook group “Sports Activities for MIT Postdocs” at 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1499342643696472

Neetesh Singh
pda-sports@mit.edu

P D A . M I T . E D U / S P O R T S - E V E N T S

The PDA-sponsored MIT Postdocs team won the 
Summer 2016 intramural soccer B league!

Soccer on Tuesdays, Volleyball on Fridays
7:30 - 9:00 PM at the Z-Center
No gym membership required!
Volleyball this week – all levels welcome
Drinks at the Muddy Charles Pub afterward

Check out the Facebook group and 
newsletter for event scheduling
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Join a Sub-Committee!

Fundraising (Email: pda-fundraising@mit.edu)
• The role of the fundraising committee is to raise funds to support the activities and services provided by the 

PDA. We are looking for several volunteers to help out.

Community Building (Email: pda-community@mit.edu)
• Our objective is to encourage participation and involvement of postdocs within the MIT community. We organize 

various networking and social events every month to create a welcoming and supportive environment for the 
postdocs, which would lead to better community integration. We have organized a Halloween Bash, a postdoc 
mixer with Sloan, a music performance and a Christmas market trip to Maine this Fall. Upcoming events include 
an ice skating event, a dancing event, a recurring board games event, a band contest and much more.

Professional Development (Email: pda-professional@mit.edu)
• The role of the professional development committee is to help all postdocs in shaping their careers by organizing 

career-building workshops, research symposiums, industry ventures, etc. We are looking for several volunteers 
to help organize these professional development events and programs.

Sports (Email: pda-sports@mit.edu)
• The sports committee organizes events in the athletics center and outdoors on a weekly or bi weekly basis, 

currently on Fridays. We also have social events following these sports events. In the future we plan to sponsor 
intramural sports and have larger physical activity based post doc events. We are looking for 1 or 2 volunteers to 
help organize these, availability is needed on certain Fridays from 7:30 to 10 pm.

P D A . M I T . E D U
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Resources 
MIT Offices

25

Office of the Vice President for Research

• http://postdocs.mit.edu

• Hub of links to resources available at MIT

• Information for New Hires, Postdoc Mentoring, 

Professional Development, Policies, Campus 

Services and Resources, etc.

• Upcoming events at MIT

International Scholars Office

• http://web.mit.edu/scholars

• Building E18-209 – First and last office to 

visit for internationals

• Matters relating to international scholars

• Tax Information, Visa Issues, Travel Advisory, 

Change of Address, Emergencies, etc.
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Housing Resources and Tips: http://postdocs.mit.edu/home/campus-services-resources-and-tips/housing
Finding housing in the communities surrounding MIT can take some time and attention, but there are several resources 
to help you as an incoming postdoc at MIT.

On-campus Housing
MIT on-campus housing is primarily intended for MIT undergraduate and graduate students. Sometimes postdocs are able 
to obtain MIT Graduate Housing. Postdocs may only apply for on-campus housing via fall and spring waiting lists. 

• Information for visitors and postdocs: http://studentlife.mit.edu/housing/graduate-family-housing/get-
housing/housing-visitors

• Waiting list details: http://studentlife.mit.edu/housing/graduate-family-housing/ get-housing/waiting-list
• Graduate Housing Office (On-campus) 

Email: graduatehousing@mit.edu; Phone: +1 (617) 253-5148 
Tasha Coppett, Assistant Director of Off-Campus and Graduate Housing (Email: tcoppett@mit.edu)

Off-campus Housing
• Official MIT off-campus Housing: https://www.mitoffcampus.com/
• Boston Craigslist: https://boston.craigslist.org/
• AirBnB: https://www.airbnb.com/

Resources
Housing
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More details on housing: 
pda.mit.edu/housing-resources
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• Key Administrative Contacts for Postdocs: http://postdocs.mit.edu/postdocs-and-
office-vpr/key-administrative-contacts-postdocs
Many departments, laboratories and centers (DLCs) at MIT have the lead administrator(s) for 
postdocs and postdoc-related issues. Otherwise, you may contact the Administrative Officer or 
Human Resources Administrator listed on the DLC website for additional information.

• Benefits: http://postdocs.mit.edu/postdoctoral-position/benefits

• Fellow-Associate Transitions: Mandy Chan, MIT HR (Email: mchann@mit.edu)

• Global Education & Career Development: gecd.mit.edu
Career-related resources and one-on-one counseling appointments with the MIT Career 
Counselor for Postdoctoral Scholars.

• The Writing & Communication Center: writing.mit.edu/wcc
Appointments for free professional advice about all types of writing and speaking/oral 
presentations. Closed during parts of the summer.

Additional Resources
Administrative matters, Professional Development
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Additional Resources
Life
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• MIT Work-Life Center: hrweb.mit.edu/worklife

• MIT Spouses & Partners Connect: spouses.mit.edu
This is a dedicated network for spouses/partners/the significant others of MIT postdocs, 
students, staff and faculty. There are regularly scheduled groups and activities to help 
individuals meet people, share experiences, discover work and career opportunities, improve 
English language skills, and obtain information about living and parenting in Boston.

• Community Wellness at MIT: medical.mit.edu/services/community-wellness
This provides classes, programs, and resources related to health, well-being, and family life.

• Need someone to talk to?
MyLifeServices (844-405-LIFE (5433)): http://hrweb.mit.edu/worklife/mitmylifeservices
SamaritansBoston (877-870-HOPE (4673)): https://samaritanshope.org

⎯ Balancing Work and Personal Life
⎯ Child Care and Parenting
⎯ Parenting Teens 
⎯ Adult and Senior Care
⎯ Seminars
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• MIT Recreation Facilities: postdocs.mit.edu/home/campus-services-resources-and-tips
MIT Postdoctoral Associates and Fellows now qualify for DAPER membership at the MIT 
Faculty/Staff rate. Fellows require a certification letter with their MIT ID to qualify for this rate.

⎯ Fitness Benefit: Depending on your health insurance plan, members of MIT Recreational Sports and 
certain other health clubs may be eligible for a $150 annual reimbursement. MIT-specific information is 
available through MIT Medical, with additional guidance for MIT Recreational Sports members under 
Health Insurance Reimbursement information. Unfortunately, members of the MIT Affiliate Extended 
Insurance Plans are not eligible. (www.mitrecsports.com/join/health-insurance-reimbursement)

• MIT Facts: web.mit.edu/facts
MIT Facts is a pocket-sized compendium of essential facts about the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. The data is accurate as of January 2017 unless otherwise indicated.

• Discounts: web.mit.edu/mitac
Because fun things around town need not be so expensive.

Additional Resources
Fun stuff
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Join the MIT Postdoctoral Association!

Talk to us, feedback: https://goo.gl/forms/W6o5wpBjYqshjIUF2

Sign up with the listserv: postdocs.mit.edu/join-postdoc-mailing-list

Check out our website: pda.mit.edu

Come to our monthly meetings

• Usually 2nd Monday each month (unless it’s a holiday)

• Register at: 

https://docs.google.com/a/sdenn.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfEPTfH85x

mk-KuWdYhy1RVy-AqTAWmWVNMDTpkdqGFyiViJA/viewform

Contact us: pda.mit.edu/contact

Boston Postdoc Association (BPDA): bostonpostdocs.org
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GOOD LUCK and 

HAVE FUN at 

MIT & Boston!

Upcoming MIT PDA 
meetings:
pda.mit.edu/get-involved-
in-the-pda/come-to-pda-
meetings/
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Thank You!
MIT Postdoctoral Association (PDA) 

P DA .M IT.ED U
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Daniel Yim
Orientation Committee
pda-orientation@mit.edu


